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¶ To Mom, Dad, and Kelly for believing I could do
this and helping me along.
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“Never erase your construction lines.”

“Do not hide
THESIS ABSTRACT
¶ These adages, so important in my architectural

¶

“Approach

design from multiple
points of
view.

”

training, reverberate with intricate practicality in my
work as a graphic designer, both as a way of building
my design and as a means of developing a design
process which explores multiple ways of organizing
content through visual systems. Forming Process is
defined by three conditions: celebrating the visual
systems which organize the design, archiving content
from multiple ways of collecting, and creating work by
which the process of design is implicit in the design
solution. There is beauty and function in the marks
that are made during the design process. I believe by
celebrating the process in the form, more interesting
and informed design solutions can be discovered.
I begin by developing visual systems which organize
the objects I design. I often layer many systems such
as grids, printing structures, and typographic systems
in order to provide a structure that will initiate an
uncertain result. These systems are then infused
with elements of an archive, gathered from multiple
methods of collection. Photography, writing, and
surveying — often through chance operation — allow
the layered visual systems to produce a serendipitous
form. Trusting the systems which structure my
work allows for the process of developing the form
to be revealed in the design solution. Designing in
this way permits the poetic nature hidden within
the predictable dimensions of the study to arise, and
yields work which oscillates on a spectrum across
information and form.

		the structure,
celebrate it in the
form.

”
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Diagram of the design process.
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BEGINNINGS
¶ I began my formal training as a designer almost ten

¶

¶

years ago in the discipline of architecture. I have found
that as I shift further toward graphic design, I hold
true to the foundational training I received as a young
architecture student. I vividly remember professors
telling me to exhaust all options, try many methods
and always celebrate the structure of what you are
building. I was trained to know or want to know a little
about everything. I have brought this way of thinking
into my practice as a graphic designer and discovered
that my fascination with layering many visual
systems to create graphic form and exploring multiple
methods of content collection began long ago.
Expanding upon this method of designing has
led me to explore its validity in the realm of graphic
design. Forming Process is defined by three
conditions: (1) celebrating the visual systems which
organize design, such as grids, printing processes
and typographic structures; (2) the archiving of
content from multiple ways of collecting, including
photography, writing and surveying —often through
chance operation; and (3) creating work by which the
process of design is implicit in the design solution.
Achieving this way of practicing graphic design has
allowed me to not only discover graphic designers who
work in the same way, but has initiated my research in
other disciplines as well.
During the course of this study, I found that architects
still inform much of my work as a graphic designer.
For example, Carlo Scarpa is a designer who used
his architectural renderings as a means to show his
process to the viewer. By observing his drawings,
one can see the progression of the built form by the

¶

¶

way he layers his sketches. Everything from broad
architectural diagrams to the smallest joint
details are combined to tell a story about how his
buildings are developed. His process is reflected in
the presentation of his built solutions. This inspires
me when I am designing my own work.
I have also been influenced by many graphic designers
during this study. Karl Gerstner’s intricate grid
structures and ways of organizing form have been a
guiding force behind my work, and have allowed me
to gain further insight into visual systems thinking and
practice. Allowing the structure to dictate the design
solution is the key to his work and my own.
Scarpa, Gerstner and many others have inspired me to
discover new ways to develop layered visual systems
and create work that is serendipitous in form. The
following collection of studies illustrates my method
of trusting the many systems I combine to structure
the work I design.
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Carlo Scarpa’s Venezuelan
Pavilion, Venice, 1954–56. This
is an example of a work which
shows many areas of thought in
one graphic space.
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Scarpa’s sketches for the
“arcosolium” at Brion Cemetery
show multiple scales of the built
form in relation to each other.
Details are juxtaposed with
broad architectural diagrams to
tell the story of the developing
built form.
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Section and elevation sketches
from Brion Cemetery, San Vito
d’Altivole, Italy.
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Examples of Karl Gerstner’s
geometric structures show
an attention to detail in the
organization and provide
multiple ways of implementing
structure in the form of a grid.
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Gerstner would often layer many
grid structures in order to yield a
specific set of forms.
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The Schwitter AG advertising
campaign by Karl Gerstner
shows how layering multiple
visual systems and structures can
create serendipitous form.
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IN MEMORY OF …
¶ You are driving down the highway and you see a
white cross on the side of the road, surrounded
by flowers. You breeze by and wonder who the cross
is for, why it was made and who was lost. You walk
down the street and you see a white piece of paper
with an image and two dates surrounded by candles
and sobbing onlookers. You start to think about a
loved one, you begin to remember. In Memory Of...
was a collaborative installation created by Brown
University and RISD graduate students that strove
to pose the same questions, and evoke memory
by implementing vernacular-style instant memorials
dedicated to the act of memorializing.
¶ For this project, a system was developed to provide
participants with the tools to create a physical
expression of a memory. Elements of the system
included three boxes which contained pencils, paper,
and a place to leave a documented memory. These
memorials were placed in three different locations
within the city of Providence, Rhode Island and
were left to provoke a response regarding memorials.
The resulting forms created from the use of the
system were unpredictable and variables such as the
weather, public participation, and threat of removal
played a role in the forms which emerged.
¶ The notes left in the boxes were not necessarily
written in memory of someone who had been lost.
Some memories were of a time or place, an experience,
or a thought. Most people who encountered the boxes
participated by leaving a memory behind, however,
there were others who used the memorials as an
opportunity to reflect and have a place to remember.
The box systems created an atmosphere for creating
not only graphic form, but contemplative thought.

¶ The memorials were meant to initiate a conversation
about what it is to commit the act of memorializing.
Some people passed by the memorials, some stopped
to pay their respects, and others opened the boxes
and left a memory. However, the ultimate goal of
this piece was to have the participant be alerted to
the act of making a memory and to have a record of
this process. The structure allowed the public
to create their own narrative and see the process
of its development. Though the memorials were only
in place for one month and then disappeared,
what remained was the physical, graphic archive of
the collective memory. The written notes became the
enduring memorial.
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Placing the memorials in public
places allowed for the box system
to be tested. The compositions
that resulted were affected by
variables such as the public and
the weather.
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Pencils and paper were provided
for recording memories.
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One could leave a memory, read
a memory or take a memory.
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Participants were encouraged
by a tag that said ‘open please’
to open the memorial box and
create their own memorial
experience. Surrounding the
memorials with elements of the
instant memorial gave the boxes
a precious identity.
The boxes remained in their
locations for many weeks, and
eventually were removed by
the city. There were memories
being recorded the entire time
they were in the public.
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Snow seeped into the three
boxes causing colors in the
paper to bleed and created
interesting compositions on
the notes left behind. This
occurrence helped each note to
be even more unique.
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HOW’D THEY MAKE THAT ?
¶ As a society we are becoming increasingly aware of

¶

¶

¶

our environment and how we impact it. We consume
so much and sometimes forget or choose to forget
where the objects of this consumption originate.
How’d They Make That? is a visual response to the idea
of exposing the objects of our physical environment
for what they really are. I developed three short
animation pieces in order to educate people about
seemingly harmless, everyday objects in order to
cause a response which might lead someone to a
healthier and more environmentally friendly path.
We often believe that the objects we use in our daily
lives are safe for us. We assume if it looks safe,
it is safe. We rarely think about the path the object
travels from conception to our possession. Although
people do their best to protect the environment,
the consequences of our way of life are not always
apparent and need to be brought to our attention in
order for change to occur.
A cotton t-shirt, an apple, and a bicycle were chosen
as the subjects of the animations because of their
seemingly harmless existence. At the beginning of
the animation the viewer encounters three funnels.
Gradually, different elements that make up the object
begin to appear on the screen, including cotton,
trees, seeds, smoke stacks, and planes sprinkling
pesticides and chemicals. These elements increase
the viewer’s curiosity about what the result of the
build up of components will be. Eventually the final
three objects are revealed to the viewer.
Most of the people who encounter the animation
series are surprised to discover the components that
make up the three objects. The animations provide

the viewer with an honest account of how the objects
are produced and eliminate the mystery behind
their physical construction. Revealing this process to
the viewer may encourage them to make decisions
about the objects as well as other things in their lives.
For example a viewer might pause to ask “if my bike is
made up of all of that, then my car must be really bad
for the environment,” or “if my apple is filled with that
many chemicals, think of what is in the Big Mac I just
ate.” Developing these animations revealed the literal
process and message to the viewer.
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ADAPTATION OF FIT
¶ This writing project further solidifies my ideas

¶

¶

¶

about layering visual systems and using multiple
methods of content collection. Two different writing
exercises provided the content which initiated my
study that adapts the chapter “Goodness of Fit,”
from Christopher Alexander’s Notes on the Synthesis
of Form, a text which has heavily influenced my
thinking and development as a designer.
The first exercise involved highlighting integral
passages from the chapter to use as a framework for
an essay about my thesis study. By editing in this
way I was able to read the text and make discoveries
that were not apparent during initial readings.
These particular selections were extracted in their
order of appearance in the work, but had now gained
new meaning because of their arrangement. The
layout of the excerpts was now more suited to my
study and allowed for an interpretation of the text
which was unique to my thesis.
The second exercise was to highlight words that
occurred before a comma. These moments of pause
became elements in a second essay related to
my study. This action led me to discover that in many
of my projects I gather and archive my content in
multiple ways. This is to make sure I am exploring
all options when developing a graphic form that
provides context and understanding for the building
of an idea, the details and the process.
Editing and adapting the text was the next step in
the process. When reading my voice and Alexander’s
together, a new form of my ideas began to reveal itself.
The selection of these words initiated a new form of
writing which allowed for a narrative to come from a

¶

system of chance. Expressive typography was used
to show the merging of Alexander’s ideas and my own.
Eventually Alexander’s anecdotes were removed and
I was left with two clear essays about my thesis ideas.
The final phase of the project was to compile the
physical evidence of the construction of the two
essays. The form of a dos-à-dos book was used to
show the merging of the methods of writing and
allowed the viewer to read the final essays in proximity
to each other.
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Highlighting passages from
“The Goodness of Fit” helped to
provide the framework for
a new essay about my thesis. By
editing Alexander’s passages
to fit the needs of my study, I was
able to gain a new perspective
with regard to the original text.
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The second essay about my thesis
study was constructed using
specific words from Alexander’s
text. The exercise of using words
that occur before a comma
provided difficult constraints,
but allowed me to think deeper
about my study.
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By using an expressive
typographic structure, I was able
to visually merge Alexander’s
ideas and my own. The final
synthesis of the two essays fall in
the middle of the book object.
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The dos-à-dos book enforced
the merging of methods in this
project by allowing the final
essays to be placed in proximity
to one another. The process
begins at both ends of the book
and works its way to the center,
where the final synthesis occurs.
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THESIS DATEBOOK
¶

¶

¶

¶

This exploration has become the culminating project
in my body of thesis work. It contains all the relevant
components of my study and yields a form which
reveals the construction to the viewer.
I obsessively record time and points of interest in
my datebook and literally highlight items as a way to
cross things off, what seems like, my never-ending
thesis to-do list. I began mapping my thesis this
way at the beginning of the Fall Semester. I utilized
different color systems to highlight my work from the
Fall, Winter, and Spring Sessions. Doing this allowed
me to see the change in my work habits throughout
the year, and determine where I was spending the
most time and at what point on the calendar.
I then took this archive of my thesis year and found
a way to express it through an animation system. My
first attempts became too controlled and I tried to
force the systems to fit within each other in such
a way that was not true to trusting them to develop
a form. To remedy this, I concentrated my efforts
on the structure of the project. I revisited the book and
recorded the times certain colors appeared in each
week of the 37-week thesis year. Using a regimented
system of time-based animation, the structure of
a calendar, and a piece of music, I was able to express
the high points and low points of the year.
Through the development of this project I was able
to test my specific method and process of collecting,
archiving, organizing and implementing. This unveiling
of process ultimately became the design solution,
and trusting the systems I set in place at the beginning
of the project allowed surprise in the form to
manifest itself.
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Diagrams of the animation
paths helped to organize initial
studies, but they became
too controlled and too planned.
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Forcing the systems to fit
within each other in a way that
was not true to trusting them
to develop a form, caused the
systems to break.
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The number structure of the
color system became the element
which organized the whole
of the new form. The animation
system was based on the number
of times a specific highlight
occurred in the thesis datebook.
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PHOTO JOURNEY
¶ This project was an exploration of two different
ways of retrieving and archiving information about a
specific path. The study began with the recording of
a path between two points. A round trip journey began
at my desk in the Graduate Graphic Design Studio
and progressed to Room 12 in the Nature Lab building.
These two locations have been the places where most,
if not all, of my thesis study has occurred.
¶ I explored this path from both directions, by employing
two different methods of image collection. The path
between the two chosen points is one I travel often
and so I decided I wanted to unveil the nuances and
details of this path through the implementation of
photography, video and sound.
¶ The first method of collection took place as I walked
from my desk in the Graduate Studio to Room 12 in the
Nature Lab. I collected images of this path through
a regimented recording method. A photograph was
taken every 20 paces of the walk, and captured a
very structural perception of the journey. The return
walk to the Graduate Studio from the Nature Lab was
recorded by photographing randomly during the
walk. The position of the camera changed each time
an image was taken and provided a more organic way
of collecting information.
¶ Using this archive of collected material, I placed
images into two time lapse videos, which play
simultaneously next to each other. This allowed the
viewer to gather information about the place
between the two points. An ambient sound pattern
of footsteps provided pacing throughout the video and
cued the viewer to points of interest throughout
the progression of photos. Street sound provided

¶

another layer of information about this specific path.
Allowing the elements to interact with each other
through an animated system created an unexpected
narrative which revealed a well-rounded expression
of the path.
This time-based system of mapping became a way of
expressing multiple interpretations of the path to the
viewer and allowed them to see how the path exists.

The path began at the Graduate
Studio of the Rhode Island
School of Design on Weybosset
Street and proceeded northeast,
across the river to the Nature
Lab at 13 Waterman Street, on
the main risd campus.

Images of the path were
captured through a regimented
system of taking a photograph
every 20 paces of the walk.
This first method captured
a very structural perception of
the journey.

The return walk to the Graduate
Studio from the Nature Lab
was recorded by photographing
randomly. The position of the
camera changed each time an
image was taken and provided a
more organic way of collecting
information.
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WHAT DID THEY SAY ?
¶ The news in the United States is delivered in a way
that can cause any person to go insane. As a society
we have to sift through the convoluted delivery of the
news in order to understand and develop a truth.
What Did They Say ? is a poster series that attempts
to achieve the “sifting” in order to deliver a clear
message to the viewer.
¶ The source of content for this series was a feature
of the New York Times, called “On This Day,” which
displays past news events from specific days in
history. A particular event that was referenced in the
“On This Day” archive was the signing of the Palestinian
Peace Accord on September 13, 1993. This event
inspired me to create 21 newspaper posters,
and sparked my exploration of how news publications
across the United States interpret a single news
story. As a result, I analyzed six newspaper archives
from this specific day.
¶ Three main themes were addressed in the six articles
studied from the archives of the Washington Post,
New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun Times,
Boston Globe, and the Los Angeles Times. The
first was the expression of a message of hope for
peace between the two nations. The second was the
location of where the signing took place and the
third was the importance of Yasser Arafat’s black and
white headdress, called a kaffiyeh. It took some
time to read through these articles to identify the
themes, so the goal of the exploration became
to devise a structure that would eliminate complexity
and express the three main points to the viewer
in a concise manner.

¶ This expression was achieved by infusing three
structural systems with the information from the
archives. The first system was the typographic
treatment by which excerpts from each article were
typeset, so that the main theme fell on a common
hang line in each poster. The second was a color
system using cyan, magenta, yellow, light cyan, light
magenta and light yellow typography to represent
the six different newspapers. These two structures
were then combined by over-printing each
composition onto a single poster. Over-printing
the excerpts from each newspaper in the six
different colors onto a single poster allowed for the
most important messages to emerge. Developing
and trusting the systems and embracing the
consequential outcome became the formal element
of the design.
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September 13, 1993 appears on
each over - printed poster in
the typeface and position it
would appear in the masthead
of the publication it corresponds
to. The coloring system
differentiates the newspapers
as well.
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Using an over-printing system
to place each composition on
to a single poster allows the
message of ‘hope’ to emerge.
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Maintaining the proportions
of a typical newspaper and
printing on newsprint allowed
the pieces to reflect the tactile
experience of this media.
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MERGERS
¶ Mergers was a response to an assignment where
narrative was a key component. The project began
with archiving collected material from a specific
section in the Rhode Island School of Design Library.
The intent was to follow a specific path of research,
create an archive, and develop a system which
revealed a narrative. The NK section of the library, or
the Decorative Arts Section, is where Mergers began.
¶ My analyzation of documents relating to ornament
and pattern from the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries
inspired my research and archiving of identities
and patterns. I found that patterns were used in many
tapestries, wall coverings and coat of arms, and
they often told the personal history of the persons
who possessed them. My goal was to find a way
to recreate this personal identification structure in a
contemporary manner. By developing a specific way
of collecting and archiving content and using a
carefully constructed system to organize it, I was
able to create a serendipitous graphic form as the
identifying device.
¶ Finding modern content for this study was the
next step in the archiving process. I studied how
people of today show status and wealth, and this path
of research led me to the website theyrule.net. The
site boasts a system that reveals the connections
between board members of American corporations.
Many high-profile corporations share similar board
members, so it was interesting to see the connection
between certain companies. At times these
connections were surprising and disturbing, including
the connection between Xerox and AT&T, Boeing and
Motorola, and UPS and Hewlett Packard.

¶

¶

From this research I developed an archive of logos
from these particular groups and merged them
together to form new identities. These new hybrid
logos were placed into the patterning system that
I created at the beginning of the study and allowed
a modern ornamental tapestry to develop. This action
created an identity which exposed the corporate
connections in a beautiful way.
There were three main goals that guided this study.
One was to reveal a new form to the viewer which
showed the connections of the often corrupt business
world. The second was to unveil the construction
of the pattern to the viewer and allow them to feel as
though they were a part of the process of discovery.
The final goal was to achieve a serendipitous form
that intrigued the viewer. By adhering to the systems
created and trusting they would yield a beautiful
result, a uniform body of identities was revealed.
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Japanese pattern structures
were the initial inspiration for
the project, as well as ornamental
heraldry from the 16th, 17th,
and 18th centuries.
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Bram de Does’s study The Kaba
Ornament, was a source of
inspiration for this project. He
implements very structured
pattern systems based on
specific numeric combinations.
A single module is placed into
many patterning systems to
reveal a myriad of patterns. The
ornament is a harmonious
element that can be reinvented
with each implementation of
a system. Mergers attempted
to do the opposite, by using a
single patterning structure, and
multiple modules.
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Preliminary studies addressed
opposing forces and combined
seeming opposites to initiate
a harmonious form. The symbols
for Republicans and Democrats
were merged together with
a patterning system so that
their separate forms joined
together to create a harmonious
bipartisan one.

+
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Many different corporations
were analyzed during the course
of the study. These logos were
collected and used to create
modules that were placed into
a patterning system. Each
module revealed a unique
identity pattern representing the
corporate connections.
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XEROX

Ralph S. Larsen

AT&T

Paths such as this from the
website theyrule.net showed the
paths which connected certain
corporations to one another. This
method of gathering content
provided multiple combinations
of patterns for entities ranging
from aviation companies to
communication conglomerates.
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CONNECT
¶ Connect was a study in how friends, family and

¶

¶

colleagues visualize connectivity. The exploration
began with the gathering of visual content from
people, most of whom were non-designers. Each
person who contributed to this project was emailed
and asked to send an image, drawing, piece of writing,
or anything which they felt expressed the idea of
connection. The participants submitted pieces which
were very surprising and represented a variety
of media including photographs, drawings, writings,
emails, screen shots, songs, and many other unique
forms. No explanation from the contributors was
requested—they were simply asked to contribute.
Two systems were developed to organize the collected
visual content in the form of a book. One was the
system of collection. The order in which the images
were received was the order they appeared in the
book. The color, scale and even type choice of each
submission, were retained in their most original
form. The immediate and original response of
the viewer was what I desired most. The second
organizing structure was a page numbering system.
Each page contained (1) an image, (2) the name of
the contributor of the image, and (3) a list of page
numbers that corresponded to the people with whom
the contributor had a personal relationship. The
desired effect was that the numbering system would
yield a different reading path for each viewer who
chose to navigate through the book.
Providing a way for each viewer to have a unique path
through the book became the driving force in this
experiment. The layering of the systems allowed for
multiple paths to be created. If the viewer was to look

at the page with the piece from my classmate Natalie,
the page numbering system would direct them to the
spread with the contribution from her professor Tom,
who’s page directs them to his student Nikki, and then
to her classmate Leslie, and then on to her friend Mary
and so forth. The multiple combinations of images
began to reveal how each person was connecting
to the others in the study. There were overlaps and
repeated connections, but they only became apparent
through further exploration. The ability to move
through the book in a non-linear way allowed for
chance to create new connections and engaged the
viewer in the process of developing their own narrative.
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A page numbering system
contains a list of page
numbers which correspond
to the people with whom the
contributor of the image
has a personal relationship.
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Each contributor provided a
completely different submission,
allowing the book to be diverse
in its expression of connectivity.
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The book yields a different
narrative for each reader.
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CONTINUING
¶ By conducting these studies I have been able to
form a way of designing which allows me to exhaust
many ways of organizing the content I collect. Infusing
visual systems with content from unlikely sources
in my work reveals multiple messages to the viewer
and allows them to become a part of the design
process. Believing in the systems that structure
my work lets the method reveal itself in the design
solution. I have found designing in this manner allows
the poetic dimension of the study to arise from
within the predictable, and yields results which
oscillate on a spectrum across information and form.

¶ As I continue forming my process, I will keep the three
adages from my architectural training in mind…

“Do not hide the structure, celebrate it in the form.”
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“Approach design from multiple points of view.”
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and

“Never erase your construction lines.”
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